
Junior Developer .NET / C# (m/f) 
Code: 00823 
Contact: GEISLER Méline 

BDO, 5th global audit and advisory network, is present in 162 countries and employs 80 000 
people.  

At BDO Luxembourg, with more than 500 professionals and 26 nationalities, we offer our clients 
worldwide high quality advice and service in audit, accounting, tax consultancy, financial 
engineering, human resources, and information technology. 

We have one mission: offering our clients the collective expertise of an international network, as 
well as a personalized service and valued relationship. 

In order to support the growth of our Advisory department, we are looking currently looking for a: 

Junior Developer .NET / C# (m/f) 

Your next challenge: 

 To start working in a team that continues to grow;  
 To work side by side with your manager on this project, so you can develop your 

competencies and expertise;   
 To develop internal applications and to ensure their maintenance; 
 To familiarize yourself with RPA (Robotics Process Automation), whilst ensuring the 

maintenance of the existing processes, and to develop new automatizations; 
 To ensure the maintenance of the existing VBA macros and to create new ones 

according to user requests.  

Your profile: 

If…  

 You have a Bachelor’s degree in IT;  
 You are a junior developer in .NET and C#;  
 You have knowledge on WinDev, Entity Framework and SQL Server;  
 You are ready to acquire new knowledge on different technologies for our diverse 

projects;  
 You know your way around RPA tools, like UiPath, BluePrism, … A UiPath certification 

would be an added value;  
 You speak French and English; German and/or Luxembourgish would be an asset;  
 You can work independently, you are flexible, you are organized, and you are all the 

while curious to learn more and ready to dive into very diversified tasks;  
 You are a team player with excellent communication skills;  

… Then this offer is probably made for you! 

Join us and…  

•    Become part of a global organization with solid financial foundations, real ambition, 
entrepreneurial spirit and a clear strategy for growth; 

•    Have a diverse portfolio of national and international clients across different industries; 

•    Work within a multicultural, pleasant and dynamic environment; 

•    Get an extensive training plan to develop your knowledge and skills; 

•    Receive attractive benefits. 



Stay connected by following our "BDO Luxembourg" page on LinkedIn and Facebook! 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/bdo-luxembourg/
https://fr-fr.facebook.com/BDOLux/

